
Campus CLP Changes To Cat Dev Functionality 

 

This change bulletin provides information about 1) recent changes to Cat Dev functionality and 2) it 

provides an overview of when one should create a new Cat Dev record instead of creating a new Cat Dev 

revision (this is covered at the end of this document). 

Changes to New Revision of Current Course Button 

When you click the New Revision of Current Course button, the CCLP will now check to see if the revision 

number you are currently on has a value in the End Year/ Term field .  

If the End Year/Term field is blank, the CCLP will display a warning dialog indicating that you must first fill 

in the End Year/Term field before you can make a new revision. 

About End Year/Term Functionality 

Setting an End Year/Term field Value: 

To set an End Year/Term value, click on the End Year/Term field and a popup will appear. 

Choose an End Year from the dropdown list and an End Term. In general you will want to set the  

End Year/Term value to be a term prior to the term you want your new proposed revision to begin. To 

set the End Year/Term value, click Continue. The End Year/Term value will be written to the  

End Year/Term field. End Year/Term values cannot be prior to the Effective Year/Term value on a given 

Cat Dev revision. 

Note: if for some reason you want to set an End Year/Term value to blank, you can select a blank  

End Year and a blank End Term from the respective dropdown lists (the blank End Year value appears 

before the first academic year and the blank End Term value appears before Fall). 

 



How and Where the End Year/Term Value is Used By CCLP: 

 The End Year/Term value appears in the Prev Revs/Sched Devs tabbed area of the Cat Dev 

screen. 

 

 The End Year/Term value appears in Sched Dev in the Course Selection popup. Revisions for any 

given courses are listed if they are effective during the current academic year or current 

scheduling year.  

 
If an End Yr/Term value is blank for a given revision and the revision has a status of Active, New, 

or Reactivated that revision is considered ‘able to be scheduled’ and will appear in the Course 

Selection dropdown list in Sched Dev (even if there are later revisions that are also effective 

during that same time period). 

 
 

For more information on Sched Dev functionality, please see the change bulletin on 

modifications to Sched Dev functionality. 

Changes to Delete Course Button Functionality 

 The Delete Course button now enables one to delete a Cat Dev course revision provided 

that there are no related Schedule Development history records for that revision number.  

 

Previously the CCLP would not enable one to delete a Cat Dev course revision if there were 

any related AIS Course History records to the Cat Dev catalog record.  

 If a Cat Dev revision has one or more Scheduled Development History records, the CCLP will 

display a dialog box warning the user that the revision cannot be deleted if it has Schedule 

Development history. 



 If a Cat Dev revision does not have any Schedule Development history and it is the only 

revision for the Cat Dev record, if you click the Delete Course button you will receive a dialog 

warning you that if you confirm you wish to delete, the entire Cat Dev record will be 

deleted. 

When to Create a New Cat Dev Record Instead of a New Cat Dev Revision 

 If you are re-using a course number and it is an entirely different course altogether, you must 

create a new Cat Dev record.  

 

For example, if you have a course HIS 123 European History which has later revisions that 

changed the course number to HIS 124 European History and now you want to re-use the 

History course number 123 for a course ‘Asian History’, HIS 123 Asian History needs to be 

created as a separate Cat Dev record, not as a revision of the Cat Dev record for HIS 123 

European History.  

 

Another example would be, suppose you have a Cat Dev record HIS 140 French History that has 

been cancelled. If you want to reuse the course number HIS 140 for an ‘entirely different’ 

course, you must create a new Cat Dev record rather than create a revision of the Cat Dev 

record that has the cancelled HIS 140 French History course.   


